
Klymit Conquers the Cold with Backbone’s 
Product Libraries

The Productive Product Libraries

According to Product Designer and Developer, Tyler Westbroek, “In Google 
Sheets, product info wasn’t always input due to the sheer size of it, but 
Backbone’s centralized location saves a lot of time and pushes us to keep 
information where it should be.”

Klymit sought the assistance of Backbone’s dynamic product libraries 
to streamline design and development workflows.

Given Klymit’s consistent growth, the company reframed its development process to 

organize and better contain product data for internal teams and manufacturers. 

Prior to Backbone, Klymit only used spreadsheets as its development solution, which 

impacted efficiency as designers managed more products.

Since implementing Backbone, the Klymit brand has grown by 67 percent, including a 

10 percent uptick in SKU count. With over 100 SKUs, Klymit sought to integrate a 

dedicated platform into its current design and development cycle. Klymit had 

experimented with two or three other PLM solutions in the past that did not survive, 

but subscribed to Backbone’s ‘single source of truth’ to empower creativity, streamline 

design workflows, and build smarter products.

Born in the backcountry of the Wasatch Mountains in 2007, Klymit is known for defying the 

conventional approach to outdoor gear. What started as an apparel company 

manufacturing jackets using argon gas for insulation evolved into a full-fledged lifestyle 

brand focusing on outdoor comfort. Using the same proprietary technology from the argon 

jackets, Klymit expanded its product offerings to include sleeping pads, sleeping bags, 

pillows, blankets, backpacks, and tents. 

After 15 After 15 years, Klymit continues its pursuit to create easy-to-use products engineered for 

every adventure. With a passion for improving the outdoor sleeping experience, the Klymit 

team tests its equipment in the illustrious deserts and mountains of Kaysville, Utah, 

ensuring durability, high quality, and most importantly, comfort.

Klymit wants everyone to sleep as comfortably outside as they do in their bed — designing 

gear that challenges what has been done before and does exactly what it is supposed to 

do. It doesn’t matter where your adventures take you, it matters who you are with, and 

Klymit wants Klymit wants to make your outdoor experience the best one yet. 

case study



Limiting Manual Data Entry

The Power of Custom Fields

Klymit most often uses Backbone as a product library to clean up design 
specs and organize product renderings. “It’s been positive — lots of 
changes, updates, and resources to utilize. It’s been a big portion of how 
we keep track of things,” Westbroek explained. Backbone’s interconnected 
libraries with dynamically updated data provide a centralized location for 
Klymit to reuse, edit, or update products with ease.

“We are creative on the design side, choosing features and trims to include 
in each product, and we remain nimble on the development side, 
collaborating with factories directly instead of bouncing multiple 
conversations back and forth,” said Westbroek. “We do a lot of design and 
development, and not everything goes to market, but we still keep track of 
those parts in case we decide to implement and launch them one day.”

Senior Graphic Designer, Matt Cole, elaborated on this topic, saying, “Now 
that all of our feature bullet points are consolidated, when I’m creating 
packaging or customer-facing artwork, I can grab the product data I need 
without hunting for it.”

“When there was any suspect data, I’d have a hard time running it down,” 
Cole continued. “In Backbone, sampling and production specs are 
centrally-located, and as long as those data points are up to date, my job 
(as a designer) of sourcing that data is simple.”

The team at Klymit is unique in that they fill the roles of designer and developer in 

one position, working on everything from concept to development to purchase orders. 

With so much product data for these individuals to manage, Backbone makes it 

effortless to look up a product in the system and make changes in real-time no matter 

how far along they are in the development process. 

Before adopting Backbone, Klymit’s data entry was as automated as a copy-paste in 

various spreadsheets. With enormous files of 100+ columns, designers and product 

developers lost so much time accessing the correct data cells.

With Backbone in place, Cole and other designers helped reduce manual data entry by 

an estimated 50 percent and increase speed to market by 20 percent. Because 

Backbone’s dynamic data is much easier for design teams to update, Klymit finds it 

much more reliable than the old method of sharing spreadsheets.

For Klymit, Custom Fields are the most important tool in Backbone. Because Klymit is 

a camping and outdoor accessories brand, it has very unique product specs to 

maintain. Using Backbone’s unlimited Custom Fields, Admins can create, edit, and 

manage fields specific to their brand’s individual needs for no additional cost. The 

intuitive admin panel makes it easy for the Klymit team to configure new taxonomy, 

fields, users, and more.



The Future of Klymit + Backbone

“We use Custom Fields for everything; we lean on them to access specific 
measurements and deeper product fields,” said Westbroek. 

“Custom Fields are vital for us, and we continue to add fields that only 
Klymit or similar brands would have.”

Klymit was recently acquired by a larger company with a few other sister 
brands. These organizations will be merging forces on product design, 
integrating into Backbone with Klymit. Westbroek elaborated by saying, 
“It’s an awesome product library, and eventually, I’d love to use the pricing 
structures as we grow. With the acquisition, I suspect we’ll be pushed to 
break down our pricing a lot further with dedicated fabric and trim suppliers.”

“We have a few sustainability tags, and as a brand, we plan to focus on it 
more in the future. Using Backbone, we will create Custom Fields and 
implement those to explicitly state material usage.”

With camping gear, roughly 12 categories contain essential information for a given 

product line, including material, coating, down, down fillup mounds, and much more. 

Klymit needs to create Custom Fields and organize these product details as part of 

its development process. 

Klymit is an agile brand that reacts quickly to new ideas and concepts, hoping to 

expand its product development repertoire with Backbone. “Some features will be 

prevalent as we grow, and we’ll see more implementation of BOMs, material selections, 

and pricing features that go with those,” explained Westbroek.

With Klymit’s vast range of products and components, design and development teams 

hope to expand their tech pack usage. Currently, Klymit uses tech packs as a product 

cheat sheet, but building tech packs in Backbone consolidates product data to 

streamline communication with factories. The average Backbone customer saves 

eight hours per tech pack, helping keep distributors and sales channels informed of 

production specs and timelines.

When it comes to sustainability, Backbone can provide clear visibility into compliance 

requirements and approved material lists for environmental best practices. For most 

products, Klymit receives two to three samples before final production begins. 

Backbone’s cross-functional communication with supply chains can help brands like 

Klymit reduce waste and mitigate over-production or inventory loss during initial 

sampling rounds.



#SleepOutside with Klymit 

Klymit’s products are always over-engineered but never overpriced. 
Changing what it means to #SleepOutside is the cornerstone of this brand, 
and Klymit continues to build upon that foundation and establish the next 
stage of company growth, supported by Backbone PLM.

Klymit’s dedication to the great outdoors is felt in each one of its products. It’s a 

commitment to ensuring camping enthusiasts experience comfort and quality every 

time they #SleepOutside. It’s about gazing at the stars, creating memories by the 

campfire, and allowing people to do what inspires them. And for some, sleeping 

outdoors isn’t a choice, which is why Klymit partnered with Atlanta-based nonprofit, 

Softer Streets, to assist the underserved population affected by homelessness. 

Backbone supports Klymit’s growth through product libraries and unlimited Custom 

Fields, allowing the brand to streamline product development, provide easy access to 

updated data, and increase its SKU count without diminishing product quality.

Ready to see 
what Backbone can do for your brand?

Schedule a customized demo today at 

backboneplm.com/demo

https://backboneplm.com/demo



